
Prompt Library

At Ingentive, we specialise in unleashing the
full potential of Microsoft's business
applications, orchestrating complex Azure
deployments, and navigating the intricacies of
Microsoft Modern Workplace, Custom Coding
and Cyber Security. 

What sets us apart? Our unwavering focus
on infusing every solution with the
transformative power of AI.

Why Ingentive?

Benefits
Centralised Prompt Repository: Clients
can store and share prompts seamlessly
over Teams and email, ensuring their AI
intellectual property remains secure and
accessible to all.

Two Versions Available:

Standalone Version: Ideal for Premium
licensed Clients, featuring a Canvas App &
Dataverse integration.

Power Apps for Teams Version: Suitable
for Teams licenses, providing convenient
operation within the Teams environment.

Introducing Copilot and other AI tools has opened up a realm of possibilities for both
partners and users. In this era, the buzzword on everyone's lips is "Prompt" – the
concise command that directs AI's actions. But how do you effectively communicate
your intentions to AI? Enter the Prompt Library, a revolutionary app available on
desktop or within Teams.

The Prompt Library serves as a centralised hub where users can create, refine, store,
and share prompts effortlessly. Here's what you can do with it:

Create New Prompts: Specify Title, Prompt, Technology, and Team.1.
Withdraw Prompts: Temporarily remove prompts from availability.2.
Revise Prompts: Update and refine existing prompts.3.
View Usage Data: Access statistics on the most used and favourited prompts.4.
Discover Trends: Explore trending prompts over the past week, month, and year.5.
Copy-Paste Functionality: Easily copy prompts to your clipboard for seamless
integration with your preferred AI platform.

6.

 Favourite Management: Keep track of your favourite prompts and access them
conveniently.

7.

With the Prompt Library, harnessing the power of AI has never been easier. Say
goodbye to ambiguity and hello to precision in AI communication.

Work Duration Effort

Install Prompt Library 

Deliver training
session 

Total

1 day

1 day

2 days

0.5 day

0.5 day

1 day


